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INTRODUcrION 

"I wemt to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, 
to fI'ont only the essential facts of life. and see if I 
could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came 
to di.e, discover that I had not lived." 1 

So, too, did I go to the woods. pursuing the thoughts and ideas 

of Henry David Thoreau to see if he could lead me to the simple 

life, where all is not "frittered away DY detail"(p·.66). For two 

weeks I lived alone on a steep. wooded hill overlooking Otter Lake 

in northern Indiana. My dwelling was a two-room cottage which, in 

a small way, I helped to Guild. My neighiors were the ~ech and 

the hickory. chipmunks, deer, jays. and, of course, the lake. Al

though I took a certain quantity of food with me. 1 learned to 

like a frugal meal of fried rice washed down by cold spring water. 

My days were spent in long rambles through those woods and ··hot 

fields from which I was not barred by barbed wire and NO TRESPASS

ING signs. although I must admit that even these did not always 

keep me out. I did not wander with the intentiof doing damage, 

unless my gain of knowledge could prove to be some farmer's loss. 

My days. then, were filled with the study of nature. from Which I 

hoped to glean prosperity of spirit. My evenings, too, were spent 

in study, for I read W.g.lden and sucked up the thoughts: therein, 

discovering" ait by bit, that Thoreau could indeed take me by ttl! 

hand and point out a path leading to a much Simpler existence. He 

could not take me to the end himself, for r could simplify my life 

only to a degree satisfactory unto myself. This is ~hat 1 learned 

to do, and it is the Grief account of this learning which follows. 

1 Henry David Thoreau, Walden(New York: The New American LiDrary, 
1960), p.66. All further references to this work are taken from 
this edition, and will De indicated by page numbers only. 



PREPARATIONS 

Thoreau went to the woods in 1845 to confront nature and "to live 

deli 'De rat ely ," and I followed him there one warm afternoon in July, 

1970. He had said that , •••• t.o maintain one t s self on this earth is 

not a hardship; 'but a pastime,. if we will live Simply and wisely ••• " 

(p.5:3) .• and it was this that I was seeking to discover for myself. 

iJhat happens when the exterior coverings of life are stripped away, 

and only essential items are permitted to remain? What, if any

thing, can. be learned from living simply? How might such a life 

create changes in people-- in me? The answers to such questions 

could only lie found" it seemed, DY actually eXperiencing pieces of 

Thoreau t s two' years at Walden Pond. 

My prep.s.ratlons for such an eXperiment were quite simplt!' and few, 

conSisting primarily of mental packing and tht!' gathering together of 

those items which I considered essential to my existence in the 

woods. Since my purpose in going was to live simply, I felt that I 

should 'begin by following Thoreau' s statement: 1I!'4an is rich in pro

portion to the number of things which he can afford to let alone" 

(p.60). Although Thoreau would poss181y have considered me poor by 

this standard" I felt quite satisfied. On the morning of July 21, 

I packed my camera, a pair of heavy jeans, two pairs of socks, a 

wool sweater, a shirt, bathing suit" tennis shoes, and a tootherush, 

placing all of these items in a s~ll suitcase. I also took along 

some brushes" water colors, pen and ink, and drawing paper. with 

these I set off by car toward my destination-- Otter Lake, located 

apprOximately 55 miles north of Fort Wayne and just northeast of 

Pokagon State Park. 

All of these activities concerned only the material aspect of my 

preparations; my mental arranging took up a much shorter period of 



time, but was of greater importance. I decided to emulate a few of 

th~ actions of Thoreau as described in walden, adding to this base 

whatever activities or experiences came my way while I remained at 

Otter. In essence, I would adopt Thoreau's mode of living only to 

the extent that it would serve as a suitable foundation from which 

to raise the structure of my own life. 

All of these thoughts I had considered very carefully beforehand, 

but I pondered over them again as I drove north from Fort Wayne. At 

one point in my drive, I stopped the car to place the following 

comment in a notebook: 

I certainly enjoy solitude when I am in need of it, 
aut I wonder how I will react to two weeks of it. I 
suppose that I am attempting to discover whether or 
not I can seek and find companionship in growing 
things. This will De a period of the most extensive 
close contact with nature" and I am wondering if it 
will draw me closer to the simple things of this 
111orld, or if I will decide that I cannot find peace 
and contentment without the aid of other people, 
amid I~Omfort and numerous possessions. 

I was not \iithout worries and skeptical thoughts concerning this 

experiment, hut I was also determined to follow through what I had 

just De gun , and not to give up at the very beginning • 

.As I continued my drive" I passed Otter Lake and turned toward 

Fremont, a small community about three miles northeast of the lake. 

Here I pur(~hased my food for the two weeks ahead: some meat and 

eggs" rice" milk, and two loaves of bread. ~"hen I finished my 

shopping,. I drove lack to the lake" anxious to at least begin my two 

weeks with Thoreau. 
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MY HOUSE AND YARD 

Frank I,loyd Wright melieved that buildings should blend in Tlfell 

with their natural surroundings; 1 agree wholeheartedly with this, 

and I feel that my house followed this idea. for it seemed to be a 

part of the forest itself. It grew on the top of e; steep hill 

bordering the south side of the lake. In keeping with the verdant 

greens surrounding it t' its sides were clad with a light green siding. 

The roof sloped as steeply as the hill itself, crowned regally by a 

tree of st~one. The most pleaSing aspects of my dwelling were the 

great windows facing out over the lake; they glassed the entire 

front wall, permitting the trees to come inside, and never setting 

up: a stilf Boundary between the woods and my walls. 

The interior portion of my house eonsisted mainly of fireplace 

and walls:t the first oeing of solid stone and the last constructed 

of pine. Again, the elements inside seemed to Be a small-scale 

continuat~on of the natural landscape. I could sit by the fire

p1lace and stir the ashes with a stick, feeling very much a part of 

the free-roaming Indians whose homes were once beneath the same 

trees whi(::h now sheltered me. This feeling pervaded my hours of 

rest,. too, since the sounds of the night filled the air I 'breathed, 

viBrating any chords of a free spirit contained within me. 

All around my dwelling was my yard, formed by the various layers 

of the forest. Standing closest to my house werE' the giants reach

ing up to the topmost layers of grmrth between earth and sky. These 

were the beech, the red, white, and black oaks, the sugar and red 

maples, the tulip and 'bass, and a few white ash. Of these. my 

favori te 'ias the 'beech. During the day, I sometimes would fall. 

into silence and complete wonder, gazing at the variations of sun

light and shadows tagging each other on the face of the beech. In 
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the early evening,. too, the la.st rays of light would often catch 

the smooth, gray trunks and turn them to silver. This tree never 

seemed cold to me, but always friendly and inviting to the touch of 

a hand. How light can af'f'ect the spirit! 

The se<:ond layer of the forest was formed \ly the ironwoods and 

Dlue 'beech. These smaller trees lacked the command and awesome 

stature oj~ their neigh-.ors" aut their lower .ranches were quite 

often the only moving li ... s I could see in the dense growth allove 

my head. I am afraid that I paid very 11 ttle attention to these 

lesser members of'the f'orest,. attracted more often DY the larger 

trees. ~neath these trees grew the lowly maple-leaf' vibernum, 

and" even lower down, all of the lesser plants forming the ground 

cover in the woods. Nearest to my house grew the somewhat sinister

looking Indian pipe, Deechdrop, and white baneeerry; in the early 

sp~ing, the soft hues of the Mayapple, trilium, and hepatica dot 

the cente~ portions of the hillside, sprinkling themselves alout 

at random; numerous varieties of toadstools and the soft greens of 

the mosses completed the ranks of the more numerous memBers of the 

f'orest floor. As the hill leveled off toward the lake, the gray 

soil played host to a different set of plants. Here were the 

various types of grasses and long-stemmed reeds, the cattails, and 

even a few of the .rilliantly colored marsh flowers. My yard ended 

ies1de the lake, as did the leafy path which tumbled down the hill 

into the lake. 

If all the homes of man were like this one, surely more men would 

remain at home. My house may have been more than I really needed 

to keep myself and my possessions sheltered, aut I was thankful for 

it at times. I Built a small lean-to of branches and sticks near 

the iorders of a field, Dut this served as a house to me for only 
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one night, as it kept off neither the rain nor the ins~cts, making 

any s~rious contemplation impossi_le. I even padded the sloping 

roof of this shelter with moss and grasses, ~ut still th~ rain came 

through •• tIf one designs to construct a dwelling-house ••• consider 

first how slight a shelter is absolutely necessary"(p.24). 1 did 

consider, and I found my house on the hill to Detter serve my needs. 

In my awn way, I felt that I had helped to construct and fashion 

this hOUSE, although my father, mother, and arothers were the master 

workmen. Carrying nails, shoveling sand~ lifting stones-- even 

minor tasks can give ilrth to a feeling of satisfaction in work and 

the creation of a plan. Thoreau believed that ~there is some of 

the same fitness in a man's building his own house that there is in 

a ~irdts au1lding its own nest ll (p.36); I felt 8S much a part of my 

house as it was a part of me. 
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NEI GHBORS t BRUTb Al.~D HillIJLN 

My nearest human neighlDor was within hailing distance from my 

Back door. She worked in a hardware store in ,Ei'remont during the 

day, returning to the lake only in the early hour s of the evening. 

so we seldom saw each other or spent any time in conversation. HE:"r 

house was farther down the hill than mine t and was perched on much 

flatter ground. I greatly admi1"ed her house, and often would stand 

by it, peering .oldly into her front room to ODserve any recent 

changes within. She knew a\)out my peering, but did not mind since 
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I hid none of my actions or activities from her. Besides this one 

woman~ I had another neighbor who lived just to the east of the crest 

of my hIll. He was extremely friendly, liking nothing better than 

a long discussion amout nothing in particular. This man very seldom 

came to sta.y in his little house;< I S8lfT him only once during my two 

weeks, so he dId not interfere in my wanderings. 

Ey far the most interesting of my human neighbors were the feW' 

old fisherm.en who lived on the north shore of the lake. I !mew none 

of them by name, and cared not in the least to further our acquaInt

ance. One of them had a lovely sign ey his house inquiring of all 

passers-by whether or not they had received the Holy Spirit. I 

thought that this was a very good question, although I could see no 

outward signs that the man himself had had such an en~ighten1ng 

experience. I often spent pleasant moments oDserving the actions 

of these men on land, watching them scurry aBout at some self

apPOinted task or other". It was especially entertainiqs to see them 

burning dead sticks or ~ranches that had fallen into their yards 

during a storm. After energetically gathering every stray twig into 

one large pile" they would pour kerosine over it a.ll, then stand 



eack and throw matches at it until the expected Explosion of hot 

flames occt~red. It was at this point that their real sweating 

began, as every stray spark had to be squelched out, and the fire 

itself carefully watched to see tha;t it did no damage. Watching 

from the shade of the woods on my side of the lake, I sometimes 

felt rather like a concerned deity pondering the sanity of the poor 

wretch who forced himself to carry an unnecessary ~urden through 

life as a self-appointed stick Durner. At other times, however, I 

simply leaned Dack against the cool eark of a beech and gloried in 

my own moments of leisure. I spolte one morning with one of the men 

whom I had seen so employed by the Durning ritual on the previous 

afternoon, and I questioned him as to why he had spent that time in 

such a manner instead of enjoying a quiet hour of fishing. I con

sider his answer to Be quite profound" blendine the spirit of man 

with a few of his instincts: he burned sticks" he told me, Because 

they needed. Durning. I felt very wealthy to possess a yard in 

which sticks and fallen branches ~elonged, so that It too, need not 

become a bu.rner. Thoreau commented in ~ialden that "I am want to 

think that men are not so much the keepers of herds as herds are 

the keepers of men ••• n (p.43). If he had met my neigh'bors t he 

might have added that grass and fallen sticks may narrow a man' s 

time, and possibly his mind. 

Although my human neighBors were entertaining, the animals who 

li ved a'bout me and shared my hillside were much more soclab1e and 

worthwhile to observe. I often shared my dinner with a chipmunk 

who had invited himself to my table. or with Impatient ilirds who 

asked only 'that I finish quickly and leave enough behind for them. 

My most unsociamle neighDor was an old woodchuck who lived in my 
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drainage p'ipe. He would go about his business all day long, return

ing to hi, s home only as the darker shadows of evening rested about 

his front door. He did not much like me, and would wait until late 

in the evening to enter his house if I happened to be anywhere near

lY. As a peace offering~ I once left a crust of bread by his door, 

then hid eehind the windows of my house to oaserve the manner in 

which he accepted my gift. Poor neighbor that he was, he received 

my offering with an indifferent sniff, adding the insult of a slight 

shower of dirt from one hind foot. All degrees of social behavior 

are evident in brute as vlell as human neighbors!, Most of the other 

animals accepted me to thE' degree which I left them alone. 

I often observed travelers crossing my section of the woods. 

Most of the deer came by for a drink from the creek flowing 9y the 

western edg;e of my hill, but they always hurri ed 'back to the pleas

ures of the field grasses. An occasional red fox trotted by my 

house, 'but I saw no more of them than a flash of a tail and sandy 

indentations in the soil. Gray rabbits, skunks, raccoons, weaselS, 

muskrats t field mice, and stray dogs also came and went t never 

stopping for very long. Only the red squirrels with their saucy 

chattering. the Birds, the chipmunks, and my friend the woodchuck 

remained wi.th me for the full two \ ... eeks of my visit. 

At night. those wild neighbors I never saw during the day would 

come by to gaze at me through my front windows. I was quite often 

startled by looking up from the pages of a: book into a pair of 

glowing ye1low eyes. If I chose to sleep outside, c~ackling twigs 

or cautious breathing warned me that I was still being watched ~y 

wary observers. These evening visitors caused me deep concern for 

a few night s. I would say t though ,. that he :t s either a very wise 

or a very foolish man who has no fear at all of these night eyes. 
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Although I never completely lost my own fear of them, I did come to 

realize that my fear was based on a lack of knowledge, as is all 

fear; whenever I came to know these animals letter, I could aut 

find interE~st in their actions, and an understanding of life in 

their eyes. 
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Unlike Tho'reau" I did not come to know Deans during my short 

stay at Otter Lake. .My garden was my mind .. and I hoed it ey wand.er

ing the shores of the lake, and by watching the life of the fields 

and woods go gy me. After planting a few seeds of knowledge, I 

attempted to carefully raise a good crop of natural sense and ripe 

pods of wonder. I only had two weeks in which to work the fer-tile 

soil, but now I have the yea.rs ahead to spend in further cUltiva.tion. 

When I was not poking my head 'Deneath lmlshes or roaming free 

aBout the fields, I sat near my house and \-Iorked with my hands. I 

took to heart Thoreau I s comment that if you '·follow your genius 

closely enough, it will not fail to shm-l you a fresh prospect every 

hour"(p.80). My inclinations were slanted toward capturing the pace 

of life around me on paper, although I knew that whatever I kept for 

myself would ~e a mere copy of that which could never really be kept 

w:ithin bounds; the essence of life itSElf, pulsating through the 

veins and cells of everything about me) was something I could only 

feel .. at most retaining a strong memory. 

My first project was from the fields ~eyond my hill, where I 

often oBserved the butterfly fluttering faintly aoout the open 

mouths of weeds and wild flowers. After making a short excursion 

to the nearest meadow to gather long-stemmed grasses a.nd some of the 

~utterfly weed, I sat down .eside my front door and began working. 

I sanded down an old .. wooden picture frame, delighting in the soft 

smoothness of the grain beneath my hand. It was good to sit in the 

sun, working at my own pace. My reward for my labor was a litt~ 

pile of sandings in my lap. I left my frame for a while, walld.ng 

down to the lake to o~serve what the fish were doing. I watched a 
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hawk fall down Delow the highest trees~ then returned happily to my 

work. I stained the frame with a wood preservative .. then left it 

in the shade of my roof to dry. After covering the cardboard Dacking 

of the frame with black felt, I eegan the actual composition of what 

I sought to capture. A few mosses formed the base of my picture; 

next came the slender grasses and ferns, among which I placed one 

very long weed, fastening it securely in an S-curve which ran from 

one end of the felt to the other. I placed the bright orange Dutter

fly weed near the grasses, then added five brilliantly-colored 

Dutterflie s which I had hrought with me from l"ort 'uayne. arranging 

them, too, in the slight S-curve. When I finished all of these 

steps" I fastened glass over the cardboard, placing the entire picture 

within ~y frame. I admired what I had created, satisfied that I had 

followed my genius to something worthwhile. I left my work for my 

neighbors to see" having decided to give my attention to the cool 

delights of a refreshing swim in the lake. 

During the course of several hot afternoons .. I sat .eneath the 

leafy sha.de at the edge of the woods, sketching a scene in the field 

before~. An old, Weathered tree had caught my attention on pre

vious trips across this particular field, so I returned to spend 

more time vl'ith it. This tree was nearly dead" retaining only a. few 

new leaves of growth on one of its limbs. The sigpt of its dark 

'branches ra,ised against the sky was beautiful,. and it was this 

patt~rn of near death in life I desired to have as my own. After 

finishing s. light sketch in pencil, I returned the following after

noon and completed my picture in ink. Two more brief sessions added 

the water-color hues of the hill and sky. Again I was pleased with 

my work, not iecause it was a true artist's masterpiece, But because 

it was something I had created. Satisfaction comes from both the 
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idea and the expression of this idea in work. 

Since much of my time was spent in an attempt to learn the names 

of the trees and flowers with which I was living. I spent many hours 

making out of plastic the shapes which I had identified. These 

plastic flowers were simple to make, the plastic liquid flowing over 

the lines of molded wire frames. Seeing the sun play with these 

colored petals on my windowsill was truly delightful. I also made 

tiny ink drawings of some of these wild flowers p but my attempts to 

emUlate thE studied mrush strokes of the Orientals failed comp~etely. 

This did not concern me greatly, however. for I had accomplished my 

true goal e.lready" which \-Tas to learn a.bout flowers ey observing 

them closely. I was always very much amazed to gaze through a mag

nifying glass at the inner delicacies of the flowers· that 50 many 

people trample over quite carelessly. Whenever 1 felt a bit lonely, 

this occupation never fa.iled to make me forgetful of my own feelings. 

Who can be alone when in the midst of nature? 

Whenever I was not busy working with my hands t I passed the time 

pleasantly enough by the self-appointed task I have already mentioned 

-- learnl~~ the common names of the woodland flora. I always 

carried a small notebook with me" as well as some sort of a tree or 

flower guide. I once gazed at everything within one square foot of 

forest floor, writing down the names of those plants I was alDIe to 

identify. I used two glasses of different magnifications as my eyes: 

one enlarged my specimens fifteen times their actual size, and the 

other eight times. People who say that a distant landscape is quite 

dreary never bent their knees in the dirt to observe the varied 

patterns of life at their feet. Although many of the names of 

flowers, with which I became acquainted I have since forgotten. what 

I learned of growing things I shall never forget. 
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READING 

I could not live always on the same diet, so I often took a 

look with Dle out on the lake or when I went walking. "In those 

days, when my hands were much employed t I read but little, but the 

lea.st scraps of paper .... afforded me as much entertainment ••• " (p.35) • 

Much of What I read was not greatly more than "scraps of paper,1I 

having few pages and even fewer thoughts. I sometimes carried a 

magazine or digest in my poc~tt But a diet of pure entertainment 

can soon Qf~COme wearisome; I found very little indeed in these 

readings that satisfied the cravings of my appetite. Occasionally 

1 would COlne across a page of some newspaper clinging to the roots 

of a. tree t and 1 found some pleasure in reading of things past. 

Like Thoreau, "'my residence was more favorable, not only to 

thought, but to serious reading ••• II (p. 71). On cooler evenings t I 

would sit before my fireplace with my copy of '~'alden, contemplating 

the thoughts of the man whOSE ideas I was attempting to digest. 

Often I would select one passage and spend many moments gaz.1ng into 

the flames in thought, the fire in my mind burning as brightly as 

that in my fireplace. Most of my reading was from Walden, as 1 

tested and tasted Thoreau's ideas by morsels. 1 disagreed with 

some of his thoughts, aut I found it all the more intf'resting to 

have him come and argue with me, and to share the pleasures of my 

fire. 1 n.ever found him completely disagreeable, although his tone 

of voice sometimes angered me by its seeming self-assurance. 

The only other reading 1 did of any consequence was my dipping 

into Fielding's Tom Jones. 1 found this delightful, Dut not as 

conducive to higher thoughts as 'Halden. I did consider this novel 

to De good reading, though" so it was not at all expensive in terms 



of time 10~it t for what was gained was of greater value. I some

times felt that I was losing what I did not read, but Nature 1s 

the ee st of teachers t so I sat more often in her company than in 

tha.t of the~ writers who were her students. 

]5 
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A -wOODLAND DIET 

Daily drudgery does not usually Dring much happiness; it causes 

the mind tC) ferment like a keg of beer. the only difference lying 

in the fact that the beer is blettered in the process. I found that 

I was quiclr to become .ored with any set rout Ines or schedules. so 

I constantly changed whatever I had to do so that no set patterns 

would fasten themselves to me. Cooking was a creative outlet for 

me, especially when done on a hot rock either in the fireplace or 

Just outside my door. What I ate was simple fare, prepared in a 

simple oanner. itA man may use as simple a diet as the animals, and 

yet retain health and strength" (p.46) • 

One WarlrI evening I ground some corn with a pounding rock" making 

a slightly watery mash. To this I added a bit of cereal Bran for 

consistancy. I had already heated a flat rock on the stones out

side my door, so I placed a small cake of my yellowish mash on the 

widest portion of this rock .. then sat down neargy to watch my dinner 

l&ake. I used til stick and my fingers to turn the calce, not minding 

a Bit of Dark as seasoning. When I thought that my ca~ was quite 

sufficiently .sked t , I placed it on a la.rge sassaf'ras leaf .. then 

proceeded to dine under til canopy of beech leaves. I also wished 

to try the acorn cakes made by the California Indians many years 

ago, But I found the only availaBle acorns to be rotten and wormy. 

Although most of the edi'Dle plants were past their peak" I did 

manage to find a few to supplement my diet. I Drought some slightly 

aged dandelion greens home for my dinner only once. I greatly 

enjoyed the' work of mashing and boiling these leaves" ltut after 

straining the juice through a cloth" I found the resulting tea to 

be less than satisfying. After this experience, I was somewhat 
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less enthus,iastic about trying the same procedure with sweet clover. 

To my surprise, this liquid made a very mild tea which was not at 

all disple!Lsing. Dandelion salad was mucnaetter than dandelion 

tea" although I never used it as a' permanent sulDsti tute for better 

salads. 

I =ecame extremely interested in the edible plants of the area, 

even though most of them were no longer fit to eat, having long 

since passled their peak. The Mayapple, whi ch grew in my front 

yard, has :::1 fruit that is quite sweet when ripe; its roots are not 

edi'DIe" hO'a,evel'"'" being rather poisonous. Many of the plants I 

studied had portions that were quite edi'Dle when ripe. If lmt 

gathered and drie~ during their peaks, these plants would provide 

adequate sustenance for some time. The leaves of the marsh marigold, 

for instance. can be cooked and eaten like spinach; chickory roots,., 

when dried and ground-up, may be used as a coffee sUDstitutej the 

various parts of the dandelion could provide sala.d" tea, or wine. 

Besides 'toe-ing used for food purposes,. many of the plants have 

other useE: as well. The juice from the Dutter-and-eggs flower have 

eeen used as a fly poison; the roots of the mutterfly weed were used 

my Indians for dye and medicine; the juice of the pokeweed berry has 

been used for an ink, as well as for painting and dying., I found 

a much more complete list of edihle plants in a publication of 

Acres. Incorporated, a conservation society located in .£i'ort Wayne. 

For this :Listing, see Ap.,pendix 1. 

I ate only one meal a day, usually in the evening..vhatever I 

ate-- whether woodland plants,. corn cakes,. or fried rjce-- my meals 

were inde(?d simple. I washed down what I ate with a cup of cold 

spring water. or with some leafy tea. After I once became accustomed 

to such infrequent eating, I discovered that I felt Better and often 



thought Detter; full stomachS lull the higher faculties. I also 

enjoyed my time for meal prepa.ra.tion,. since I was cooking different 

items in unusual ways. People who hate to cook must either lack 

imagination or are too timid to serve foods such as I ate. Or, 

perhaps the answer lies in a lack of suitable cooking rocks. 
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SOLITUDE 

'*Explorf, thyselftl (p .214); "let everyone mind his own business, 

and endeavor to Ie what he was made II (p.,2l6) • This is extremely 

good advicf~, as I soon discovered. Man surely cannot know what he 

is until he has ~een alone with himself. True feelings and ideas 

can too often be ODS cured by the heavy clouds of pUDlic opinion. 
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SolftudE~ was at first a. soul-stirring problem for me. My first 

fe'.rl days b>y the lake were tinged DY moments of depression, and also 

loy the strong desire to find human companionship. I felt as Thoreau 

must have felt at the moment he experienced the following loneliness: 

M1 have never felt lonesome, or in the least oppressed 
ay a sense of solitude~ lut once, and that was a few 
weeks after I came to the woods, When, for an hour, I 
doubted if the near neighborhood of man was not essen
tial to a serene and healthy life"(p.92). 

I have often deliberately avoided the company of men. preferring 

the company of my own thoughts. Here, however t I felt that the 

situation was such that 1 would wish to reverse that order, seeking 

out others rather than avoiding them. This feeling passed after I 

came to realize that solitude is not measured by the distance be

tween people, but by a measuring of inner thoughts.. and the feeling 

of satisfac:tion which can result from an awareness of such private 

idea.s,. Physica.l separation from the bustle of people has its own 

rewards, although these are most difficult to appreciate when 

loneliness seems to ie the only available companion. 

During the first few days of my stay, and especially during the 

long. glind nights" I sometimes felt totally ahandoned, drop;ping to 

What I felt quite sure were the very blackest depths of despair. 

I WaS seemingly engulfed by waves of emptiness, and my thoughts 

were ;1 tter. 



My eody sinks beneath steel waves of grief, 
Depressed IDY untold thoughts of light and dark-
Qr death-- or life of naught save d1mly brief 
Ferceptions of security. All stark 
And stinking lies the erackish sea of thought 
Within the wasteland of this \tody's soul; 
No ripples scar the shores where Dreakers wrought 
With fury such wondrous devastation 'bold. 

In thirsty desperation stand I now. 
Some sandy indentations mark my path 
Of slow progression. Only stagnant vows 
Remain to tempt again the storms of wrath. 
If only stars would dare this deadly night-
Perhaps some light might ease this endless flight. 

My lowest feelings passed as I became more aware of the life all 

around me, and my attitude toward solitude began to change, too. 

I \legan, by slow degrees, to feel that 

Understanding 
Comes with time. 

~ decree, 
Nature's wonders unravel 
In life's tranquility. 
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Like Thoreau, I became aware that "every little pine needle 

expanded and s .... 'elled with sympathy and 'befriended me"(p.92). By 

studying nflture I studied myself,. for I was a part of all that grew 

around me. I soon dElighted in the companionshIp of growing things, 

since my deeper meditat10ns were still free to expand in all direc

tions. I could feel totally free-- rather like the wind, I thought; 

all the wide expanses of lake and field and wood were mine to view 

at my leisure. This in itself 'tlas mind-expanding! 

My solitude .ecame a treasured gift. I could visit my neighlors 

or talk with travelers~ Gut I was still free to return to my house 

in the woods, Where my thoughts could 'be my own. The Hindu prophets 

once had a saying that 'lthe greatest revelation is stillness. It The 

interruptions of life do not leave much time for private ideas to 

develop. I was 8lessed with the time to listen to myself and learn 



from what I heard. To be alone with your thoughts-- this must 

surely be the meaning of solitude! 

11'1 find it wholesome to be alone the greater part of 
the time. To \'Ie in company, even with the lest, is 
soon wearisome and dissipating. I love to be alone. 
I neVE!r found the companion that was so companionalole 
as soli tude U (P. 95). 
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AN AiJ,AKENING OF THE SENSES 

Solitude and a lack of complications serve to call the senses 

from their long slumlJer 'l1»eneath the olankets of confused thinking. 

Discovering an awareness of the rhythms of life was a beautiful 

experience for me. It created \'lhat Rachel Carson called Ita sense 

of wonder ll,-- the wonder of life and growing things. Noticing a. 

raindrop on a .fern. "becoming aware of the sourul of a creek slipping 

over rocks-- these things are life. 

DurIng my first a.fternoon at the lake~ I wrote the following 

passage in my noteBook: 

I sat on an overturned ~at down by the lake for quite 
some time this afternoon. The sun was wonderfully warm 
on my lack, although there was a cold breeze coming in 
from the northwest. The lake was covered by unending 
ripple lines moving before the wind. Just watching 
them made me feel cold, so I left the boat to search 
for fish along the Dank. 

r was noticing a few of the things happening around me, But I 

really was not yet fully awake. r believe that to see life, an 

eagerness to discover and investigate it must come first. r made 

many trips through the fields and out over the lake Before this 

feeling captured me. Then I began going to see specific things, 

such as a duck's nest in the marsh. and I was always surprised and 

pleased when I noticed other sights in the process. 
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I Delieve that the first sense to awaken in the woods is that of 

hearing. No one can lie near an open window at night without taking 

some notice of the multitude of sounds pulsating through the elack

nesS. At first the nights seemed quite still to me. But then nature 

opened my ears. sending a violent thunderstorm to acquaint me with 

sound at its most furious tempo. I was a oi t uneasy about being 

alone with the darkness., Thoreau certainly knew what he was talking 

about when he wrote that .. i t is darker in the woods t even in common 



nights, than most suppose"(p.117); I felt nearly suffocated .y the 

layers of darkness engu1i'ing me. The storm came very rapidly; I 

was forewarned only by the sudden rise of the wlnd. I could not 

see the trees~ Dut I knew by the sound that they were being bent 

By no gentle ~reeze. Branches began ~atter1ng my roof at a great 

rate. The first flash of lightning was like an unwelcome revela

tion; I was literally terrified. Like the ostrich, I hid my head,. 

I could not shut out the sounds , however. for I could still very 

distinctly hear the lightning ripping the sky apart. Heavier 

branches struck my roof~ and I began to ~e conscious of the sound 

of waves cuffing the shores of the lake. By now the trees were 

really thrashing each other at a great pace. and the thunder 

managed to s·erTe as a rumbling backdrop for splitting limbs. 

This storm passed as quickly as it had come. leaving me with a 

terri.Ie stillness. Soon my straining ears caught the first low 

notes of the bullfrogs~ after which the rhythms of the crickets 

and other insects chimed in. 

The one sound I was most constantly aware of was the humming 

of the insects on my screen, both during the day and at niESht. The 

mosquito especially affected my state of mind, dispelling quiet 

thoughts entirely. "r was as much affected 'by the faint hum of a 

mosquito making Its ••• tour through my apartment at earliest dawn ••• 

as I could De lJy &n)" trwnpet t hat ever sang of fame" (p. 64), said 

'Thoreau. Perhaps I am not the philosopher Thoreau was, aut such 

faint h~ng indicated to me the front line of an attack. I felt 

that the savage mashing of thi s tiny warrior was just retri.ution 

for its . "'c1ousness. 

Besides the sense of hear~ng~. all of the other senses 'become 



more acute when life is simple and undistur'bed, and nature is close 

at hand.. A qui.et OBserver can see many things. One of the most 

awesome sights for me was the lake just before dawn. ~~y times I 

watched the thick night mists swirl in fantastic images over the 

nearly oiscured surface of the water. I trunk that I was always 

surprised an:i even a bait sad to see the first warming rays of sun

light dispel the eery magic of the rn~ists. 

Thoreau stated that IIthere are none ha.ppy in the world but ~ings 

who enjoy freely a vast horizon" (p.64). Although this comment 1:s 

perhaps not completely true t there is truth to the idea that a vast 

horizon can produce happiness. I found such happiness in all of my 

wanderings~ But especially during the last moments of each day. It 

was at these quiet times that I enjoyed sitting on the hillside 

beside my house, gazing out over the still lake to the woods and 

open fields beyond. Sunk in quiet revery. at such moments it was 

easy to feel an integral part of everything around me. I could 

see and hear and smell the life of the natural objects, but I was 

also a part of a much greater world. "All. sound heard at the 

greatest possi ble distance produces one and the same effect, a 

vibration of the universal lyre ••• "(p.87}. This vililration I am 

sure I felt; it created the sensation of timelessness t as though 

all life" past and present, was gathered together for one t Drief 

moment. I was happy to free my mind to the very essence of the 

vieration-- the continuity of life in nature. 



OTTER LAKE 

Otter Lake is not at all like Walden Pond. But I felt as though 

I studiea it for two weeks as Thoreau must have studied Walden dur

ing the first weeks of his two years there. I came to know a few 

of its secrets as a stranger comes to know the features in a new 

landscape-- lty perseverance and curiosity. I wandered its shores " 

paddled a canoe through its marshes" swam in its waters, and peered 

at its creatures. This la.ke came to 'be a source of energy to me, 

soth in lody and in spirit, and r called it my friend. 

Otter Lake covers an area of approximately fifty acres. In 

cross-section, it is a bowl-shaped lake, the depths ranging from a 

few feet at its banks to sinks and depressions of nearly thirty 

feet out in its middle sections. From end to end, it is shaped 

somewhat like a peanut, having larger eay areas at either extremity, 

with a slight narrowing effect through the middle. My hil] ran 

down and touched the south shore of one or these narrower parts. 

The lake is always murky, the only bottom areas being seen nearest 

to its Danks. The floor of its deepest portions is composed of 

heavy sands and silt, riSing and falling in gentle hummocks; as 

the Bottom draws nearer to the surfacE' level, more silt is found, 

and the slopes of the hummocks become steep" forming sudden depth

change s; closest to the shores, the lake mottom is made up of very 

large deposits of soil and sand, creating a soft muck. It is in 

these areas of one- to seven-foot depths that weeds of all descrip

tion take ho~d of life and grow. 

I actually believe that if left to its own natural life cycle. 

this lake would grow smaller and. smaller as the land encroached on 

the domain of the water, until only a very small pond remained. 

The water would never disappear or dry up entirely, since it Is 
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fed by numerous underwater springs and. by creEks flowing dO'WIl from 

the hills around its edges. There are also two main outlets at 

either end of th~ lake, although these could conceivaBly clog up 

and eventually become a part of the land. These channels into 

other lakes were nearly always clogged By islands of weeds and 

muck. Man, however, has halted for a time this natural spread of 

the land, having Duilt concrete or wooden walls in places to pre

vent thE soIl from spreading out and taking hold of the lake. Men 

also cut do'N,n the growth of weeds each year, thus taking away another 

source of soil accumulation. When the men are all gone, the lake 

and thE- land will restmle their battle; until then, man will continue 

to do as he pleases with the land. treating it as his O\in. 

Thoreau wrote in Walden that Ita lake is the landscape IS most 

beautiful and expressive feature"(~.l28). How true this is! I 

watched Otter change with every change in the weather, imparting 

a general feeling of hectic fury and strength or one of quiet calm. 

Every distureance of wind or eoat created ruffles on the water's 

surface t yet I knew: that the secret depths remained always the same; 

they were perhaps moved by the endless motion of the lake as a whole, 

or swept by very Slow-moving currents, but no great change ever 

occurred there. This gave the lake a staBle character. and m.ade me 

realize how much greater the lake was than I who was often affected 

'Iy outer difficulties. I especially admired the' changes in the 

features of the lake in the early morning,: just prior to the sun

rise. The waters would be very dark and still, and every movement 

of my canoe would di sturlt this stillness. Quite often in the morn

In~t sudden winds would rush across the lake, channeling its surface 

with small waves that would slap' angrily at the sides of my canoe, 
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leaving me with !it restless" distur'oed feeling. As the sun finally 

made its way from behind the hills" the waters usually eecame still 

once again, and the pre-dawn hush would pass on to the noises of the 

morning. I never understood why the winds would come and go like 

this" gut I always felt as if a. mighty hand controlled the mood of 

nature , quieting the winds to give a calm initiation to each day. 

In contrast to1:his" I almost always found the lake at sunset to be 

completely still, unmoved by winds or waves. I preferred the lake 

at sunrise, since I had it to myself at that hour, whereas I hai to 

shar~ its wonders with the fishermen in the evening. Pictures of 

the la~ appear in Appendix 2. 

Between early morning and evening" most of my hours with Otter 

Lake were spent in its marshes. The se bordered the eastern and 

western sectors, where the channels ran long and twisted fj.ngers 

out into other lakes. TO' the east lay Marsh Lake; to the west, Big 

Otter Lake extended its own channels into Snow Lake, which in turn 

joined Lake James and Lake Jimmerson. I found the marsh between 

Otter and ~~rsh Lake to be the home of endless varieties of insects, 

as well as of muskrats" snapping turtles, ducks" ltirds, and, of 

course,. fish. I even started up what looked like a large, Drown 

crane. Its legs, neck, and 'Dill were very long and thin, quite 

suitaQle for fishing, I suppose, although I never saw it at this 

particular task. My canoe passed easily over weedy hummocks and 

piles of soil~ but I did not think that many boats could pass this 

way. I was surprised on several different occaSions, therefore, 

when I had to move into the reeds to make way for some fishing -.oat, 

propelled by a vicious little motor which churned up the Bottom 

and pulverized many of the beautiful water lilies. I was always 
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secretly pleased when I could o.serve such a boat stuck on the 

.ottom, the men in it poling madly with their oars to push them

selves further along. Sometimes I would spend an entire day in 

this marsh~ carrying only a bottle of water for ~efreshment. As 

in the woods~ I soon learned that a quiet o~server could learn and 

see a wea.lth of life-lessons carried on by the smallest creatures. 

I only wish that the fisherman could see how each inhabitant of 

this watery land used its environment carefully~ treasuring that 

which gave it life. 

When I was not out in my canoe~ I often roamed the banks of the 

lake near the foot of my hill. I liked to sit for hours with the 

sun warming my .ack, a.serving the fish scraping out beds in the 

sandier parts of the lake ttottom. There are many fish in this 

lake ,- including bass, bluegill and sunfish. I never cared to 

catch and eat any of these, preferring to leave them flitting 

silently about amonG thE wee ds • I went S\..;1 mming in the mornings, 

and again in the afternoons if the sun was hot t at which times the 

fish would come and watch ~y antics. Very few turtles ever came 

this far from the shelter and security of the marshes, but those 

that did were extremely large for lake snappers. I saw one gliding 

near the shore one morning" and his head was nearly the size of 

my fist. I thought of him afterwards as the protective Cerberus 

of the lake depths, out surveying his watery home. 

otter Lake was my Bhagvat-Geeta. In it I read of the laws of 

life and death~ of survival and defeat;_ from it I learned the 

philosophy of the reed-- to l3end with the wind. In moments of 

quiet t it imparted to me the inner peace which it possessed; 

when its surface was churned by the wind, I felt a part of the 

wild spirit contained in its waves. To me t at ter LB:ke was the 

sym'Dol of the very sim.ple existence I sought. 



'r.till ','WO DS 

when I was not spending my time wat ching the lake t I was usually 

out tramping through the woods. Here I studied the flowers, follow

ed the tracks and paths of animals" or simply gave myself over to 

the sheer' Bliss of roaming freely among the beech and hickory., the 

dogwood and the redDud. UNo weather interfered fatally with my 

walks, or rather my going abroad. for I frequently tramped eight or 

ten miles ••• to keep; an appointment with a lDeech tree, or a yellow 

iirch t or an old acquaintance among the pines ••• 1t (p.178). 
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The woods Degin at the edges of the lake. cloaking the surround

ing hills with a rich mantle of greens" grays, and browns. The 

entire area is a part of what is left of a climax forest, some of 

the trees by my house Deing well over a hundred years old. The 

forest floors were soft and spongy with the deBris and accumulation 

of all the long years of growth and decay. From the 'back of my 

house I could walk in a straight line for about one quarter of a 

mile Defore encountering an old county road, which in turn ~ordered 

the northern limits, of Pokagon State Park. The woods Detween my 

house and this road were practically impassable, due to a low, very 

swampy area extending from the back edge of my hill to the gravel 

road beyond. I once nearly lost one of my boots here t having sunk 

into the iog up to my knee. I seldom traveled this way unless I 

was searching for wet-ground woodland plants; I preferred to walk 

in a southwesterly direction through the woods" thus going perhaps 

three-fourths o£ a mile over somewhat higher ground before reaching 

the county road and Pokagon' s boundary fence. Halking through the se 

woods was no easy task, £or the smaller saplings and higher bushes 

slapped my face and seemed to cling to my clothes at every step. The 

many plants that grew here made my trips worthwhile, however, espec-



ially the very delicate maidenhair fern. 

I suppose that most of my time was spent in Pokagon's wooded 

areas. Here I had many pines to walk among, breathing in their 

pleasantly distinctive odor, and taking off my shoes to feel the 

softness and thickness of the mat of needles beneath my feet. 

Here were miles of woods to roam alone, and 1 gloried in my free

dom. I did not always follow distinct paths. often tracing out 

some faint animal track instead. In the middle of this park, there 

are very swampy sections of land into which I seldom ventured, for 
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1 feared the pools of quicksand there. For the most part, I stay

ed on higher ground with the pines~ followin~ the ridges of the 

hills to find my way_ On weekends I avo~ded the park entirely, 

leary of the litter-scattering hikers. For pictures of these woods, 

see Appendix 2. 

To the immediate west of Otter Lake were more lakes and low 

regions, 'but to the east were more wooded hills,. stretching out 

for miles and miles, disturged only by an occasional road or farm

house. It was in this section" about three miles slightly south

west of Otter, that I once lost my way. wandering about for what 

seemed a very long period of time before I found myself again. I 

simply followed a small stream mack out to an open hillside, where 

I was again able to see familiar o'bjects in the distance. "It is 

II surprising and memorable, as well as valuamle experience, to ee 
lost in the woods any tim.e" (p.ll?) t, for It ••• not till we are com

pletely lost, or turned round ••• do we appreciate the vastness and 

strangeness of nature U (p.118). I learned. a flit of humility from 

this lesson,. and was more careful to watch where my wanderings 

led me. 

r am not sure what it was I sought in the woods, for I followed 



something within me that was elusive. There were many times when 

I would stand on a hillside looking down on the trees beneath me 

and feel an aching inside my Body and mind. It was as if I were 

searching for that which forever eluded me, yet I could not stop 

my search. I have heard men say that there are people who travel 

on and on simply Decause they feel they must discover for them

selves what lies in the distance. I believe that these people are 

looking for more than the excitement of conquering a hill. Perhaps 

Thoreau ~est expressed this search in what he said concerning his 

own strange wanderings: 

~Once or twice ••• while I lived at the pond~ I found 
myself ranging the woods, like a half-starved hound, 
with 8. strange alDandonment, seeking some kind of 
venison which 1 might devour, and no morsel could 
have been too savage for me. The wildest scenes had 
become unaccountsDly familiar. I found 1n myself, 
ana still find .. an instinct toward a higher, or" as 
it is named,. spiritual life .. as do most men, and 
another toward a primitive rank and savage one, and 
I reverence them 'Doth'· (p,.143) • 

Perhaps it was this struggle ~tween two oPPosing natures which 

so often tugged at me. Whatever it was that I searched for .. I do 

not believe thato it was something uncommon in the woods. It was-

and is.-- a part of nature" and as such .. nature would IDe lessened 

for me without it. 
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THE FIELDS 

Intermingled with the wooded areas of the land I walked were 

clearer spaces of grasses and vines. small trees and dense Bushes; 

these were my fields. I did not travel in these as frequently as in 

the woods~ for here the sun iurned unmercifully on hot days, and I 

always returned to the shade of the trees for relief. 

The three largest fields in my area were situated about a quarter 

of a mile west of my house t completely rimmed by the woods. These 

fields were possibly once natural meadows,. but as I knew them they 

had been widened and somewhat squared off lDy a farmer, who used 

them as an orchard at first~ ana later for grazing his horses. The 

horses had been gone for many years, so the fields were in the pro

cess of returning to a more wild state. The grasses and weeds were 

again waist-high. providing excellent forage for deer and small 

animals such as the raB&it. ~~y of the cultivated apple trees 

still remained,. although none of the regularity of rows was visiale. 

These trees were a constant food source for me, yielding very good 

cooking apples. Most of the fences scattered between the fields 

had rusted and long since fallen to ground level. The vines gloried 

in twisting around these fences~ creating a very dense thicket of 

ground cover that was almost impossible to walk through. In the 

gullied sections of the ftelds,. thick groves of winged and staghorn 

su:rnac clustered together, creating what looked like scarlet ~adows 

from a distance (see picture in Appendix :G). 'rhe slopes of the 

hills were covered lily a spectacular array of w11d flowers; here 

were purple asters and orange jewel weed, campion. cinquefoil, wild 

senna. milkweed,. Saint John's-wort t .utterfly weed, everlasting, 

goldenrod~ and sunflowers. Some of the prettier field flowers bloom 



earlier in the spring and summer, But what was left for me to OB

serve did not lack color or variety. Along the fences grew the 

aright red-orange trumpet vine, although in places this flower was 

crow.ded out of clinging space by the vines of the wild grape. I 

tried eating some of these very sma-II and seedy grap~s. but found 

them to De decidedly unripe. 

During the cool hours of the morning, I often stopped to OBserve 

what had taken place in these fieldS during the night. I rememBer 

one such morning particularly well. I had. crawled out of lied and 

stumeled through the motions of dressing at an earlier hour than 

usual. Bf the time I reached the first fence of the nearest field, 

the sun was j-ust iteginn1ng to yawn in soft Shades of orange and 

yellow. What rays reached the grass through the trees seemed to 

deliierately call my attention to the awesome sights all around me. 

The ground was still heavy with the night's dew" so my pants were 

soon as wet and dripping as any of the field plants. I stopped. 

several times to admire the play of light on night-strung wees, 

and to watch drop,lets of water drip] sil.ently to the grass. I found 

a few places where the grass was matted down" presumably ay deer. 

It was at a moment when I was not really looking for them that I 

ssw two young Ducks j~st ahead of me. They paused to watch me, 

then Bounded off into the woods. A short while later I caught my 

foot in a ltramiDle patch" and" while turning to free it, I gazed 

directly into the eyes of a doe. She stiffened for a moment" then 

relaxed and trotted out of sight over a hill. This was the closest 

I had ever come to these skittish and alert animals, and I do not 

think that either the deer or myself ..... 1p any way lessened ~y 

this meeting. 
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I often followed a rsgDit or a raccoon into one of these fields, 

and I noticei that they never spent much time here when the sun was 

high. Like me, they seemed to prefer the shelter of the cooler woods. 

The rabBits murrowed here at night, as did the tiny field mice. Life 

in the fields was pleasant, but it had a faster pace and more urgent 

tone to it than that of the woods. The lack of shade during the day 

made the foraging hours shorter for everything here-- including my

self. For pictures of these fields~ see Appendix 2. 
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ON 'l'HE FOOLlSH.l~ESS OF MEN 

These two weeks at Otter Lake gave me much time to reflect on 

my own life as well as the lives of men in general. Making my 

comparisons with nature left me feeling that perhaps man's intel

l.igence and capaililities do not suit him half so well as he may 

think. All of the worries and frustrations man puts into his life 

through determined efforts and well-made plans make it true " it 

seems,. that lithe mass of men lead lives of qUiet desperation"(p.IO). 

By attempting to make life easier for himself, man invents new 

items and ideas which only serve to clutter up his mind and strew 

his path with complications. 

"Most men, It wrote Thoreau, "even in this comparatively free 

country" through mere ignorance and mistake, are so occupied with 

the factitious cares and superfluously coarse laDars of life that 

its finer fruits cannot be plucked by them t'(p.9). My neighlaor 

once drove fifty miles from his home to '·get away from it all" at 

the lake. It was a Deautiful day, though some might have considered 

it to be too hot for true comfort. I spent the afternoon admiring 

some flowers growing in a Dog deep in the ~oods. I even removed 

my itoots 500 as to enjoy the coolness of the muck on my bare feet. 

The dronir~ of my neighbor's saw served as a ~ackdrop to my thoughts. 

I wondered at the beauty of the jewel weed; he wondered at the sheer 

cussedness of an ironwood stump" totally unaware of everything 

except the' sweat dripping down his back. 

Sometimes I was amused by thE foolish actions of the people I 

met or observed,. i'lrt there were other times when I was only abhorred. 

I have wa1~ched people along some of the other lakes chopping down 

their trees so that they could have a better view of whatever it 



was they wished to seE. It d~d not seem to matter that the trees 

were very old and beautiful, having earned the right to live by 

enduring many dEcades of harsh winds and rain. Invariably, these 

same people would plant young saplings in their yards wi thin a few 

days t; sitting uncomfortaDly in the heat until these might grow 

large enough to shade them. Why is it that man is never satisfied 

with things the way they are, Dut must always rearrange nature's 

works of art to suit his fancy? 

Thoreau stated that "with a little more wit we might ••• make 

our civilization a blessing. The civilized man is a more experi

enced and wiser savage·· (p.32.). I would agree that civilized :man 

is a savage, but he no longer has the instincts of the primitive 

savage to use only what he needs of the land. Instead, he over

ldlls, overcuts, and overuses the land" little understanding that 

it is only himself he harms. He works until he has exhausted his 

energies in. service to what he considers his basic needs. Man too 

often confu.ses his needs with his desires, which is why "a little 

more wit'" might indeed De a blessing-- not only to nature, but to 

man as 111e11. 
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CONCLUSION 

I went to the woods to test Thoreau's ideas on the advantages 

of leading a simpler and less complicated existence. I went with 

dOUDts and fears, some of which were not entirely dispelled by the 

time I was ready to leave. My main objective, however, was indeed 

accomplishE~d, for I discovered, under the guidance of Thoreau. that 

what he called simple living was most worthwhile; it was also quite 

a mind-expanding experience. I felt a part of the land, having 

learned to better understand a few of the principles which governed 

nature. The greatest aspect of this lesson was that I also learned 

to look within myself. I finally left Otter Lake feeling that I 

had made a great discovery: a life of complication is not only un

necessary, lDut also unw:ise; it shrouds much greater things than 

tall Buildings and tall dealings in a mist of worry and needless 

work, allowing little time for pleasure and a sound sleep. 

Thoreau advanced according to the music which he heard. He did 

not advise that others attempt to emUlate his actions, yet I am 

most grateful that I did so, at least to the extent that I could 

keep pace with him mut still hearken to the rhythms within myself. 

'l'If one advances confiden tly in the direction of his 
dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has 
imagined" he will meet with a success unexpected in 
common hours. He will put some things behind, wi 11 
pass an invisible boundary; new, universal, and more 
li.eral laws will ~eg1n to establish themselves around 
and within him; or the old laws ;e expanded, and in
terpreted in hi s favor in a more Ii Bersl sense, and 
he will live with the license of s higher order of 
beings. In proportion as he simplifies his life, the 
ls\ofs of the universe will appear 1e ss complex, and soli
tude v/ili not De solitude, nor poverty poverty, nor 
weakness weakness'· (p.215) • 



APPENDIX Q!§. 



TO EAT OR NOT TO EAT 

This is a partial excerpt from a pamphlet sold \i)y Acres, Incor

porated" a conservation society located in F'ort Wayne. 
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BEVERAGES 

Sassafras TilE! 

The tea is made 5y lIrewing the roots (some say the young shoots also), 
the mrew oeing a deep red color. In moderation Sassafras tea is 
wholesome, an overdose of the oil may be narcotic in action. 

Mint--'u 

Steep tender leaves in Doiling water and then strain. 

Clover Tea. 

Steep the flowering heads of sweet clover in boiling water, strain. 

Camp Tea 

The twigs !md chips of white cedar, bearing the familiar cedar-oil, 
steeped in moiling water. The one who drinks cedar-tea will not 
have rheumatism. 

SyPl8.C Lemonage 

Gather a quantity of the b>right red heads of the Scarlet Sumac in 
midsummer and prepare them as follows. Bruise the fruit heads in 
water with a potato-masher; simmer,.. lIut do not lIoil, and then strain 
the colored water through cloth to remove the small hairs. Sugar 
and ice should be added to taste. This drink will resemble a pink 
lemonade, and provide a slightly acid, flavorful drink. 

Dandelion Corf" 

The dandelion, ileing closely related to ch1ckory, can De used to 
adulterate coffee or used alone to make a::somewbat bitter but 
palata ale drink. Dig the roots and dry them, grind and roast them. 

The following list includes the principle wild plants which have 
8een recommended as substitutes for tea: 

sweet goldenrod (young leaves and flowers) 
spice Dush (leaves and twigs) 
witch hazel (leaves) 
ShruDOY cinquifoil (leaves) 
raspberry (leaves) 
.asswood (leaves) 
grapes 
elderberrie s 



VEGI!."T ABLES 

Spring Bea~ty Root 

ScruB with a brush, boi~ with skin on for fifteen minutes. Peel 
and dip in melted butter. 

Eyening Primrose 
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Boi~ half E. dozen good sized roots in two changes of salt water until 
tender t the·n serve with hot eutter. 

Queen Anne's Lace- Wild Carrot 

'dash carrots (roots), scrape them, eoil them in just enough water 
to cover them for about 20 minutes, until tender. 

Pgkew.ecl 

The young shoots of pokeweed should be gathered when about four to 
six inches long. The developing leaves should be stripped off, the 
stalks wasll.ed and lrofled in two waters. On the second Doiling, cook 
until tender,. then serve with mutter. 

The following are mild enough to be cooked in their own juices, 
although G1 throwing off the first water the herDY and often slightly 
disaueeamle flavor may be removed. 

reed (young shoots) 
spiderwort 
piCkerel-weed 
.eech (young leaves) 
docks (watery) 

SALADS 

'Ihe following wild plants supply saladS: 

cattail (bases of new sprouts) 
sweet flag (bases of new inner leaves) 
spiderwort (leaves and young tops) 
wild rose (petals) 
redDUcl (flowers) 
clover (young leaves) 
ox-eye daisy (young leaves) 



WILD FRUITS 

white, red, or black mul..Derry 
paw paw 
Mayapple 
goo-se'Derry 
straweerry 
rasp.lJerry 
ilack'le rry 

plums 
cherr1e s 
grapes 
huckle'lterr'y 
Dog cranberry 
elderberry 

NUTS AND LARGE ciEEDS 

pine seeds 
pdckerel weed-- seeds 
walnuts 
butternut 
hickory nut 
hazelnut 

spruce 

CBEIN.ING GUr.-l 

sweet gum 

beechnut 
chestnut 
sweet acorns 
hornbeam-- nuts 

milkWeed 

Break the mid-rils of the leaves of the common m1l1~eed and the 
milky juic:e oozes out. In a few minutes, it hardens and can be 
used for gum. 

cattail (l~ootstock) 
red muIoerry 
Mayapple 
Barberry 
wild cra. 
choke Derry 
'blackmerry 

MARV~ADES OR JELLIES 

wild rose 
plum 
cherry 
grape 
elderlaerry 
strawberry 
raspberry 
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EMERGENCY FOODS 
(Available~ though unattractive) 

lichens 
panes (inner Dark and young twigs) 
spruces (inner bark and young twigs) 
fir 
cedars (young twi~s) 
willows (inner bark) 
ironwood (small nuts) 
locust 
bittersweet (inner bark and young twigs) 
map~e (inner bark) 
basswood (inner Dark and young twigs) 

buttercup 
larkspur 
white manelierry 
false helleoore 
water hemlock 
milkweed 

POISONOUS PLANTS 

Jimson weed 
Mayapple (rootstock) 
pokeweed (root) 
Butterfly weed (root) 
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